
A Place to Appreciate 
Dakota Heritage 

Hekta ahagna Ikce Wicasta paha kig de Oneyawahi eya 
cazeyatapi. Dehan isto Wotakuya Paha eyapi. Wakag dapi 
naka nina ohodapi. Ikce Wicasta ded wacekiyapi k'a nakug 
wotakuye ewicawanpapi. Ded nakug Treaty of 1851 owapi. 
De wowapi kig Dakod makoce maka ospe kektopawigge 
kektopawigge wikcemna yamni sam zaptag ug icupi. 
Hehan 1862-1863 waniyetu ecun wicokasije ti wan kagapi. 
Nakug cugkasise wan aiiomni ehdepi. He detaghag mni 
akasamtu. Ded Ikce Wicasta wica, wigyag k'a nakug 
wakag iza wicopiya pazo wicayuhapi. Wicota t'api. Nakug 
ugge ded wicaliapi. 

This is the north slope of Oheyawahi, "a hill much visited," also now 
known as Wotakuya Paha, "the hill of all the relatives," a sacred 
place named by Dakota people centuries ago. This hill has been a 
gathering place for Dakota, Ojibwe, and Iowa people, and a place for 
ceremonies and burials. Pilot Knob was the site of signing of the 
Treaty of 1851, which transferred 35 million acres of Dakota land to 
the United States. In the winter of 1862-63,1300 Dakota men, 
women, and children were confined in a fenced camp on the 
opposite river bank where many died. Some were buried here. 

Text from Pilot Knob historical markers; Dakota version courtesy of Glenn Wasicuna. 
Note: OFieyawahi is the former spelling of OReyawahe; OReyawahe is now used 
because it is considered more accurate. 
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Dakota and allied native peoples inhabit much of Minnesota when French traders and missionaries 

first enter the area. 

Lt. Zebulon Pike, first U.S. government official sent 
to area, reaches the mouth of the Minnesota River 

The establishment of Fort Snelling brings an 
American military presence. 

First steamboat arrives at Fort Snelling. 

Henry Hastings Sibley Qater Minnesota's first 
elected governor) takes charge of the American 
Fur Company post at Mendota. 

Pilot Knob is proposed to be the site for the 
Minnesota territorial capitol. 

In a treaty signed on Pilot Knob, the Dakota cede 
most of the area now known as southern 
Minnesota to the U.S. government. 

An 1850 map by R. Jones Colby, showing the confluence of the 
St Peters (Minnesota) and Mississippi rivers. The diamond walls of 
Fort Snelling are left of Pike Island and Pilot Knob is at bottom right 

During the U.S.-Dakota Conflict, 
non-combatant Dakota people are held for the winter in a concentration camp below Fort Snelling. Many 
will die, and some will be buried on Ofieyawahe/Pilot Knob. Later, the U.S. government forcibly removes 
most Dakota people from Minnesota. 

Many Dakota people begin to return to their former homes, including Mendota, where some Dakota had 
remained. The Mendota Mdewakanton Dakota Community continues today. 

In 2017, Oheyawahe/Pilot Knob is listed on the National Register of Historic Places. 

II 

For centuries, Dakota people placed their deceased relatives on scaffolds built on high 
places, such as Ofieyawahe, as shown here in a view by Seth Eastman from around 1847. 
The body was wrapped in skins or cloth, placed on a scaffold for several days or weeks, 
then buried in the earth. This view is from the top of OFieyawahe, looking toward the 
present-day MSP international airport. 

A Dakota woman prepared a hide in the area of Olieyawahe/Pilot Knob in the 1890's or 
earlier. After 1862 some Dakota women in Mendota supported themselves by making 
moccasins and other items to sell in St. Paul and the surrounding area. 


